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Abstract: For problems on permutation of order n, we propose an exact
branch and bound procedure where branching strategy is based on empirical
distribution of each integral variable. A bounding procedure provides a bound
for pruning the priority queue, a branching rule to select a variable, and an
o(n2) neighborhood of feasible solutions to remind the distribution. First, ex-
periments on celebrated QAP sketch the efficiency of the method.
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1. Introduction

1.1. A Celebrated Example

Given a m×m flow matrix F and a n×n distance matrix D, the QAP aims at
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minimizing the overall energy to carry the flows among the facilities assigned
to locations related by the distance matrix; using a binary assignment m × n

matrix X, its formulation is minimizing:

QAP (D,F ) =
〈

F,XDXt
〉

s.t. X ∈ P,

where P denotes, loosely speaking, the set of permutations. In more standard
notations, when m < n























min
〈

F,XDXt
〉

,

s.t.
∑

l

Xfl = 1,

∑

f

Xfl ≤ 1.

(QAP)

Many practical problems give rise to (QAP ), see [11, 4] for a survey or
examples. Among special cases, the TSP corresponds to F = I the identity
matrix.

Since it plays a prominent role as one of the hardest combinatorial optimiza-
tion problem, it has been intensively studied from both exact and heuristic point
of views. To focus more on proving optimality of a solution, most authors use
a branch and bound structure whose efficiency relies on the accuracy of the
bound used. Little progress has been made along the last decade to refine the
original bound by Gilmore and Lawler (GL for short) (easy to compute after
Hardy Littlewood Polyà (HLP for short) Theorem on non negative vectors and
pretty good at the root, worse close to the leaves) – see [12] for recent improve-
ment – and from interlacing inequalities between eigenvalues of both matrices
(it is only but technicalities to symmetrize the problem [8]).

Using standard properties of inner product, along with HLP, they differ in
the way the objective is tackled

— min
〈

D ⊗ F , vec(X)vec(X)t
〉

: Reformulation Linearization Technique
(RLT) or bound then assign, with a variant derived by breaking the symmetry
in the lifted variables

min
〈

vec(F )vec(D)t,X ⊗ X
〉

: Lift from project.

— min 〈FX,XD〉: Diagonalize then bound.

The purpose of this article is to investigate the variant Lift from project.

Notice that first mainstream covers, under RLT, the lift and project and
SDP family approach whose difficulty lies in the projection step while the second
provides the most accurate bound at a heavy load for solving eigenvalues; for
the latter, the underlied derivation through invertible transformation matrices
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is the following
〈

L−t(LtFR)R−1X,XU−tU tDV V −1
〉

=
〈

F(R−1XV −t), (L−1XU−t)D
〉

whence, provided F and D happen to be diagonal, HLP gives rise to easy
bounding.

The purpose of this article is to detail the Kronecker product variant in
terms of bounding procedure in Section 3, branching rule (see Section 6), and
sampling of permutations distribution, Section 5.

2. Preliminary Remarks on TBP Heuristics for 0-1 Programming

In order to guess the correlation structure between constraints and objective in
0-1 programming, we devise in [6] a method to firstly sample the distribution of
fractional solutions of the continuous relaxation and then use this distribution
to select an effective branching rule to early detect a good solution; in this
sense, it will prune many nodes in the branching tree. Computational results
on multiknapsack and the maximum clique problem prove efficiency of this
adaptative approach independent of the given problem. So, it was tempting to
experiment this approach to more general integer programming especially those
dealing with permutation, and we did it; unfortunately, the key in this approach
is the uniform sampling of good branches in the B&B structure but the binary
formulation for permutation problems provided by assignment constraints does
not fit this uniform sampling (optimal solutions for QAP were retrieved but
no correlation could be find between the distribution of binary variables and
the near optimal solutions). In this article, we refine the integer formulation
studied by [1] to fill our requirements.

3. Sparse Kronecker Assignment

Wherever the original problem comes from, let us consider

K2AP (A,X) = min 〈A,X ⊗ X〉

subject to assignment constraints for X square n×n binary matrix; then, define
linearized (lifted) problem as

LAP (A,Y ) = min 〈A,Y 〉
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for binary n2×n2 square matrix Y . Clearly,
∑

v

yuv =
∑

j

xij

∑

l

xkl =
∑

j

xij =

1 and
∑

u

yuv =
∑

i

xij

∑

k

xkl =
∑

i

xij = 1; so, the latter is actually an

assignment problem, up to removal of both contaiment and sibling projection
constraints (called complementary constraints elsewhere [9]) where yuv = xijxkl

for u = in + k and v = jn + l:

— sibling projection: yuv = 1 = xijxkl implies yu′v′ = xklxij = 1 for
u′ = kn + i and v′ = ln + j,

— containment: xij = 0 implies xijxkl = 0 = yuv for all k, l within the
block (i, j) named Aij.

For general rectangular case with f facilities and l locations, assignment
constraints are turned in semi assignments, where one equality constraint is
transformed into an inequality; indeed, the linearization technique applies in the
same way and we call idempotent terms, those that satisfy yuv = xijxij = xij,
i.e. u = if + i and v = jl+j; they are named team leaders by authors in [1] but
idempotence looks more involved since it carries over higher power exponent of
Kronecker product.

Let us define a bounding LAP as min 〈B,X〉, where entries

bij = arg min
〈

Aij ,X
〉

by considering A matrix blockwise; in order to improve the lower bound

LAP (A,Y ∗) < K2AP (A,X∗),

where superscripts stand for optimal solutions, we define min
〈

BY ,X
〉

as a LAP
where bY

ij = arg min
〈

Aij ,X
〉

subject to fixing variables in X associated with
global assignment Y .

Lemma 1. Let XY ∗

be an optimal solution to LAP (BY ∗

,X) constrained

by optimal global assignment Y ∗ = arg min 〈A,Y 〉 then

LAP (BY ∗

,XY ∗

) ≤ K2AP (A,X∗).

Proof. Without loss of generality, let us suppose

X∗ = arg min K2AP (A,X) = I,

then bI
ij = min

〈

Aij,X
〉

for j 6= i and bI
ii =

〈

Aii, I
〉

. Assume by contradiction,

that K2AP (A,X∗) < LAP (BY ,XY ) for some optimal assignment Y to global
LAP. By induction on the number of blocks involving non diagonal entries for
optimal assignment Y :

— m = 1. W.l.o.g. let us suppose that non diagonal entries in Y all occur
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in A00. If bY
00 belongs to bounding LAP then clearly Y is not optimal since all

remaining blocks have assignments unchanged, and we have

K2AP (A,X∗) = bI
00 +

∑

i>0

bI
ii < bY

00 +
∑

i>0

bI
ii.

If bY
00 does not belong to bounding LAP then, for the latter, we have for

some index i

bY
0i + bY

i0 < bY
00 + bI

ii ≤ bI
00 + bI

ii

but K2AP (A,X∗) = bI
00 +

∑

i>0

bI
ii would imply bI

00 + bI
ii < bY

0i + bY
i0 < bI

00 + bI
ii a

contradiction

— m = 2.

— non diagonal entries in Y occur in A00 and A11. If bY
11 belongs to

bounding LAP then the same reasoning as m = 1 applies to yield a contradic-
tion. The only significant case concerns when both bY

00 and bY
11 do not belong

to the bounding LAP:

1. bY
01 and bY

10 belong to the bounding LAP instead; then K2AP (A,X∗) =

bI
00 + bI

11 +
∑

i>1

bI
ii implies by assumption bI

00 + bI
11 < bY

01 + bY
10 which contradicts

optimality of Y since I is better.

2. bY
01, b

Y
12, b

Y
20 belong to the bounding LAP; then by assumption,

K2AP (A,X∗) = bI
00 + bI

11 + bI
22 +

∑

i>2

bI
ii < bY

01 + bY
12 + bY

20 +
∑

i>2

bI
ii,

while bY
01 +bY

12+bY
20 ≤ bY

00+bY
11+bI

22 by optimality. Therefore, we get bI
00 +bI

11 <

bY
00 + bY

11 which disproves optimality of Y .

— non diagonal entries in Y occur in A01 and A10.

1. bY
01 and bY

10 belong to the bounding LAP; clearly, I strictly improves
over Y since, assumption yields the contradiction K2AP (A,X∗) < bY

01 + bY
10 +

∑

i>1

bI
ii of optimal assignment Y ,

2. bY
01, bY

12 and bY
20 belong to the bounding LAP; then, we get the

contradiction

K2AP (A,X∗) < bY
01 + bY

12 + bY
20 +

∑

i>2

bI
ii ≤ K2AP (A,X∗)

by assumption for left inequality and optimality of bounding LAP for right
inequality,

3. bY
10, bY

21 and bY
02 belong to the bounding LAP; then, similarly to
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previous case we get a contradiction,

4. bY
00 = bI

00, bY
12 and bY

11 = bI
11 belong to the bounding LAP; this case

violates strict inequality assumption, for K2AP (A,X∗) = LAP (BY ,XY ),

5. bY
00 = bI

00, b
Y
12 and bY

21 belong to the bounding LAP; by assumption
and bounding LAP optimality

K2AP (A,X∗) < bI
00 + bY

12 + bY
21 +

∑

i>2

bI
ii ≤ bY

01 + bY
10 +

∑

i>1

bI
ii

which proves I strictly better than Y , contradicting optimality of Y ,

6. bI
11 = bY

11, b
Y
02 and bY

20 belong to the bounding LAP; this case reduces
to previous one by permuting first 2 block rows and first 2 block columns.

— m + 1.

— Suppose there exists one diagonal block with non diagonal entries
in Y , say A00.

1. bY
00 belongs to bounding LAP; then, induction applies to remaining

m blocks to achieve a contradiction,

2. bY
00 does not belong to the bounding LAP; let us call LAP (BY

m,XY )
the optimal assignment associated with the remaining blocks with non diagonal
entries.

(a) LAP (BY ,XY ) = LAP (BY
m,XY ) ∪ bY

0i ∪ bY
i0, i.e. remaining blocks

having non diagonal entries do not interfere with bY
00 then

K2AP (A,X∗) < bY
0i + bY

i0 + LAP (BY
m,XY ) ≤ bY

00 + bI
ii + LAP (BY

m,XY ).

If bI
00 ≤ bY

00 then Y \Y00∪I is still optimal and induction applies with m blocks,
otherwise bI

00 > bY
00 yields a contradiction for LAP optimization in A00,

(b) LAP (BY ,XY ) = LAP (BY
m,XY )∪bY

0i∪bY
j0 for some indices i, j that

interfere with BY
m. Let us consider the cycle C = (0, i, k1, . . . , kl = j, 0) within

LAP (BY
m,XY ) and let us note LAP ( ~CY ) =

∑

k→l∈C

bY
kl and LAP (CY ) =

∑

k∈C

bY
kk

respectively for arcs and vertices belonging to C.

If LAP (CY ) ≤ LAP (~CY ) then the corresponding assignment YC remains
optimal while b

YC

00 belongs to bounding LAP so that first case applies. Other-
wise, notice that for any subLAP bI

kl ≤ bY
kl therefore LAP (CY ) ≥ LAP (CI) >

LAP ( ~CY ) or else LAP (CY ) > LAP ( ~CY ) ≥ LAP (CI) contradicts optimality
for Y by replacing oriented cycle with non oriented counterpart. For short,
write K2AP (A,X∗) = LAP (CI) + K2AP (A \C,X∗) splitting diagonal blocks
within the cycle from the rest. By assumption

K2AP (A,X∗) < LAP ( ~CY ) + K2AP (A \ C,X∗)
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but then we get the contradiction

LAP ( ~CY ) < LAP (CI) ⇒ K2AP (A,X∗) < K2AP (A,X∗).

— Suppose there is no diagonal block with non diagonal entries in Y .
W.l.o.g. consider the cycle C = (0, 1, . . . ,m) for Y . By assumption,

K2AP (A,X∗) = LAP (CI) +
∑

i>m

bI
ii < LAP ( ~CY ) +

∑

i>m

bI
ii

which contradicts optimality for Y as I strictly improves it.

4. Backbone of QAP

Let Π∗ be the set of all optimal solutions to QAP (D,F ), then its backbone
consits of B(D,F ) = ∩π∈Π∗(i, πi). By extension, an approximated backbone
is defined in the same way on any set of solutions. It has been observed than
when they exist, approximated backbones lead to nearly optimal solutions very
quickly; in [10], a biased QAP (D̂, F̂ ) is built from the original one to have a sin-
gle optimal solution (a unique backbone henceforth) and a heuristic is proposed
that improves over previous ones. However, for hard problems, no approximated
backbone exists (e.g. nug12 from QAPLIB); in order to circumvent this defect,
we propose to sample the distribution of every assignment (facility, location)
weighted by the value of the whole permutation it pertains, it forces existence
of a weighted backbone as a branching structure. This approach is relevant for
any permutation problem as soon as a neighborhood of solutions is known even
though it lacks approximated backbones. In the sequel, we refer to backbones
as approximated backbones relative to this sampling approach.

5. Sampling the Distribution of Good Permutations: An o(mn)
Neighborhood

Each facility variable xf is assigned the whole interval [0, n − 1] at root node
and then depending on the path followed in the B&B tree structure, its interval
[lb, ub] is shrinked by a three way splitting decomposition:

< case: facility interval xf shrinks by above xf = [lb, l − 1],

= case: facility f is assigned to location l < n, xf = [l, l],

> case: facility interval xf shrinks by below xf = [l + 1, ub].
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It is easily seen that Lemma 1 proven at root node extends to any inner
node by using huge value for forbidden entries so that we get a lower bound of
QAP relative to every node in the B&B structure

Theorem 1. Let XY ∗

be an optimal solution to LAP (BY ∗

,X) constrained

by optimal global assignment Y ∗ = arg min 〈A,Y 〉, then

LAP (BY ∗

,XY ∗

) ≤ K2AP (A,X∗)

Provided, the LAPs solving are not prohibitive, we get for each node mn+1
feasible solutions (each subLAP along with the LAP built on their collection to
compute a bound) if the global LAP is not solved and twice as much if we fix
the global assignment as above. For each of them, say Xk, we know its value
QAP (Xk) but also its exact lifting Xk⊗Xk in contrast with RLT that computes
an accurate lifted solution but no projection unless level of reformulation is
high enough. By above result, we have an optimality criterion as soon as the
bounding LAP value is equal to the best value in the neighborhhod.

The value QAP (Xk) is cumulated in each defined entry of Xk⊗Xk to record
the contribution of the exact permutation associated with. If this cumulated
storage is well correlated to the energy function D⊗F then the same scheme of
LAPs solving yields an adaptative heuritic very similar to the one devised for
0-1 programming. It defines a sampled backbone of the D ⊗ F original QAP.

6. Branching Rule

For each neighborhood of Section 5, the best value QAP (Xk) is attained for
some entries (f, l) in the bounding LAP and fixing xf = l seems a good candi-
date. However, sibling projection are not fulfilled in general for this particular
candidate. Thanks to Theorem 1, we can take benefit of global LAP solving to
store along the best subLAP candidates whether they satisfy the containment
constraint, or more accurately to select the idempotent candidates preferably
to best values.

The bounding LAP value serves as the priority of the current node in the
B&B priority queue. Finally, the branching strategy can be selected among:

— depth first search, select nodes that assign facility to location first until
priority requires expanding interval restriction nodes,

— breadth first search, expand both interval restriction nodes and give them
same priority as corresponding fixed facility to location node.

It is easily handled by shifting the priority estimate by a value small enough
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to discard the node until its priority becomes active.

7. Computational Experiments

The method intensively uses LAP; under Hungarian method, complexity at
root node, would be mn o(mn2) for m ≤ n to take care of all subLaps while
sparse auction algorithms remain very competitive at a theoretical level with
mn o(mn log(nM)) for constant M =‖vec(F )vec(D)t‖max) and much lower in
practice [7, 2] where scaling is composed with (Gauss-Seidel, i.e. one item at a
time) bidding [3]. For inner nodes, letting auction algorithms detect infeasibil-
ity is too much expensive since it should wait upon termination of the scaling
decay process; therefore, algorithm early detects row or column pattern infeasi-
bility induced by facility assigned to a fixed location (transitive closure of fixed
assignment under inclusion set of rows or columns).

Another source for slow performances lay in memory management of mn

subLAPs to solve, once unconstrained and once constrained by the global LAP;
a dedicated indexing function for sparse matrices has been tailored for sharing
the data, once for all, while only the indexing function is recomputed according
with the corresponding subLAP. Moreover, unconstrained subLAPs are solved
first and possibly reused as it for constrained case if global assignment does not
commit any entry within it.

Hence the overall complexity remains o(n4 log(nM)) with constant
M =‖vec(F )vec(D)t ‖max in square case. In Figure 1 the pairs of (red, yel-
low) (resp. (green, turquoise)) points are the (lower bound, best solution in
neightborhood) couples along the ordinal of node in abscissa; the orange (resp.
blue) line amplifies the associated best solution history. Left figure reports TBP
branching strategy while right figure shows the behavior driven by Kroneker as-
signment on QAP itself; the latter shows a fuzzy set of nodes whose many are
pruned and moreover it misses an optimal solution.

As for depth first, in the sense that < and > nodes expanding are delayed by
some offset in the estimated priority, we observe a very similar behavior with the
breadth first strategy Figure 2. The influence of the shift in estimated priority
should be investigated more deeply to tailor a better strategy; in particular, it
would be worth fixing more than one variable at a time to actually try a trust
branching path as we did for 0-1 programming.

Lastly, even though o(n4 log(nM) with constant M complexity looks at-
tractive compared with Hungarian method, solving the global bounding LAP
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Figure 1: Nugent 12 B&B breadth first search (TBP left, QAP right)

Figure 2: Nugent 12 B&B depth first search (TBP left, QAP right)

drastically slows down the B&B process. Therefore, we could try to cancel the
global bounding to record the values in the neighborhood as in [1] at the price
of losing the idempotence feature of branching candidates. In Figure 3 the pairs
of (red, yellow) points are the (lower bound, best solution in neightborhood)
couples for the QAP problem while the turquoise points show the best values
found in the TBP neighborhood. Straight lines orange and blue highlights the
history of respective improvements; left (resp. right) figure reports branching
on TBP backbone (resp. current QAP neighborhood). It exhibits the effective-
ness of backbone even though an optimal solution is not found in either case 594
(resp. 618) as best value. It could explain why the RLT dual approximation is
needed in their approach.
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Figure 3: Nugent 12 B&no bounding breadth first search (TBP left,
QAP right)

8. Further Extensions

8.1. Higher Kronecker Power Assignment

The TBP approach carries over greater power of Kronecker product. For in-
stance, cubic case

〈

A, (XBXt) ⊗ (XCXt)
〉

rewrites

min 〈AX, (X ⊗ X)(B ⊗ C)〉 , (K3AP(A;B,C;X))

since, under Kronecker product properties, we have

K3AP (A;B,C;X) =
〈

A, (X ⊗ X)(B ⊗ C)Xt
〉

= 〈vec(A), (X ⊗ X ⊗ X)vec(B ⊗ C)〉

=
〈

vec(A)vec(B ⊗ C)t,X⊗3
〉

and for quartic case

K4AP (A,B;C,D;X) =
〈

vec(A ⊗ B)vec(C ⊗ D)t,X⊗4
〉

.

Clearly if X fulfills assignment constraints so does X⊗k for any k; hence a
lower bound comes after solving the sparse LAP associated with the Kronecker
power.

If we fix entries that are solution to this LAP, the question is opened to
decide whether the collection of subLAP values yield a lower bound to the
initial problem?
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8.2. Higher Dimensional Linear Assignment

As it could be verified, the proof of Lemma 1 does not depend on the complexity
of computing an assignment X but on its optimality; therefore, the proof carries
over higher dimensional linear assignment upto changing the cycle pattern by
a covering pattern (see [5]). However, the result holds if and only if every
subassignment (a NP-hard problem for dimension greater than 2) is optimal.

As most authors do to circumvent the hardness of projection in lift and
project approach, the authors in [9] use Adams and Sherali’ RLT that defines
a hierarchy of polyhedral representation that goes to the original problem with
the level increasing. For practical cases, 1-level reformulation are used; in con-
trast, the proposed approach samples a sequence of polynomial neighborhoods
to guess the sampled backbone of so-called Q3AP without solving any approxi-
mation dual.

To be complete, 2D algebra has to be iteratively extended in higher di-
mension by lexicographic ordering of components. vec operator stacks one
dimension less arrays, along last dimension; for 3D, matrices are stacked along
third dimension. Compositional powers are noted veck and stack less and less
dimensional arrays along their last coordinate. The inverse of vec is noted Mat
and unstacks greater and greater dimensional arrays along their last coordinate.
Using, as usual, uppercase for arrays and lower case for vectors or subscripted
entries:

— Identity: I is such that iuvw = 1 if and only if u = v = w.

— Inner Product:

〈A,B〉 =
〈

vecd−1(A), vecd−1(B)
〉

=
∑

i

∑

j

∑

k

aijkbijk.

— Kronecker Product: A⊗B is a concatenation of copies of B scaled by
aijk elements of A to yield a 3D array whose dimensions are product of those
of A and B; (A ⊗ B)uvw = aijkbpqr where (u, v,w) = (i, j, k) ⊕B (p, q, r) =
(in1

B + p, jn2
B + q, kn3

B + r) where dimensions of B are omitted in left equality
for conciseness.

— Array Product: AB between 3D and 2D arrays has 2D components
(AB)ij = 〈aij., bj.〉 conformably to lexicographic ordering. In the usual 2D
algebra (Ab)i = 〈ai., b.〉. Extension to 3D times 3D follows stacking operator
(AB)ijk = 〈aij., bj.k〉. Obviously, dimensions except first and last have to be
compatible, i.e. nB

d = nA
d+1 for d > 1.

The trace operator is just 〈A, I〉 and the involutory adjoint has to fulfill
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〈

Bt, At
〉

= 〈A,B〉 =
〈

ABt, I
〉

=
〈

BAt, I
〉

; it requires (AB)t = BtAt and
is nothing but the axial symmetry around the diagonal of the array (leaving
identity fixed), namely (aijk)

t = ai′j′k′ such that i + i′ = j + j′ = k + k′ and
i′ + j′ + k′ − (i + j + k) is closest to 0; by enumeration it maps (i, j, k) to
(k, i + k− j, i), (j, i, i + j − k) or (j + k− i, k, j) ((2, 5, 7) 7→ (7, 4, 2), (5, 2, 4) 7→
(2, 5, 3) and (4, 5, 3) 7→ (4, 3, 5)).

Fact 1. (vec, ⊗ relationships)

〈A ⊗ B, I〉 = 〈A, I〉 〈B, I〉 =
∑

i

aiiibiii

(A ⊗ B)t = At ⊗ Bt

vec(ABC) = (Ct ⊗ A)vec(B).

First identity follows by definition and second by symmetry around the
diagonal, for the last let check the compatibility of dimensions: nB

i = nA
i+1 for

1 < i < d and nAB
i = nA

i for all1 ≤ i < d nAB
d = nB

d ; nABC
i = nA

i for alli < d

nABC
d = nC

d , whence n
vec(ABC)
1 = nC

d nA
1 and n

vec(ABC)
i = nA

i for all 1 < i < d.

On the other hand, n
vec(B)
1 = nB

d nB
1 = nB

d nA
2 and n

vec(B)
i = nB

i = nA
i for all

1 < i < d; it implies (Ct ⊗A) as a necessary factor to right hand side (stacking
along the last dimension could be thought as a block diagonal expansion of
subarrays along the last coordinate) then the Kronecker formula actually follows
as it.

Let us consider a binary matrix X fulfilling the dD LAP, then XXt = I;
using the last identity vec(XIXt) = (X ⊗X)vec(I), since there is only one 1 in
each subarray and only idempotent terms are non 0, by the pigeon hole principle
whatever the idempotent is selected, (X ⊗ X)vec(I) = vec(I). Therefore, it is
natural to call permutation such a matrix X and Xt its inverse.

Consider a permutation X in 3D case and its inverse Xt, then the Q3AP
rewrites

Q3AP (F,D) =
〈

F,XDXt
〉

s.t. X ∈ P3.

Using vec then adjoint we get Q3AP (F,D) =
〈

vec(F )vec(D)t,X ⊗ X
〉

while
adjoint then vec leads to

Q3AP (F,D) = 〈FX,XD〉 =
〈

FXDt,X
〉

=
〈

D ⊗ F , vec(X)vec(X)t
〉

as expected.
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9. Concluding Remarks

For permutation programming, we studied a formulation based on integer for-
mulation. We prove a lower bound in lifted space X⊗X that serves for selecting
branching candidates from idempotent term in the corresponding global LAP.
The o(n2) neighborhood associated with each subLAP is used to sample the
good solutions encountered as much as it was done in 0-1 programming case.
Applying the same technique to the latter structure reveals an improved behav-
ior, making a qualitatively good backbone for the original QAP. The approach
carries over higher power order as well as higher dimensions but suffers from
dramatic slow down compared with fast small sized LAPs as well as the fast
GL bound enhancement by [12]; however, our experiments, under TBP heuristic
for 0-1 programming, have proven the latter approach to retrieve optimal solu-
tion in twice as much branching nodes but faster linear relaxations. Therefore,
this approach reveals a qualitatively good backbone retrieval for permutation
programming. Beyond the scope of the article, many implementation improve-
ments could entail better performances at bidding/scaling level for sparse LAPs
and at branching strategy level for the B&B priority queue.
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